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Abstract
Control engineering problems are generally multi-objective problems; meaning that there
are several specifications and requirements that must be fulfilled. A traditional approach
to calculate a solution with the desired trade-off is to define an optimisation statement.
Multi-objective optimisation techniques deal with this problem from a particular perspective
searching for a set of potentially preferable solutions; the designer may then analyse the
trade-off among them, and select the best solution according to his/her preferences. In this
paper, this design procedure based on evolutionary multiobjective optimisation (EMO) is
presented and significant applications on controller tuning are commented on. Through this
paper it is noticed that EMO research has been developing towards different optimization
statements, but such statements are not commonly used on controller tuning. Therefore
gaps between EMO research and EMO applications on controller tuning are detected and
suggested as potential trends for research.
Keywords: evolutionary multi-objective optimisation, multi-objective evolutionary
algorithms, multi-criteria decision making, multi-objective optimisation design procedure,
controller tuning.
1. Introduction
Satisfying a set of specifications and constraints required by real-control engineering
problems is often a challenge. For parametric controller tuning for example, these range
from time-domain specifications to frequency-domain requirements. Problems in which the
designer must deal with the fulfillment of multiple objectives are known as multi-objective
problems (MOPs).
It is common to define an optimisation statement to deal with MOPs and calculate
a solution with the desired balance among (usually conflictive) objectives. When dealing
with a MOP, we usually seek for a Pareto optimal solution [1] in which the objectives have
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been improved as much as possible without giving anything in exchange. According to [2],
there are two main approaches to solve an optimisation statement for a MOP: the aggregate
objective function (AOF) or the generate-first choose-later (GFCL) approach.
In the AOF context a single-index optimisation statement merging the design objectives
is defined. In such cases, the decision maker (DM or simply the designer) needs to describe all
the trade-offs at once, at the beginning of the optimisation process. In the GFCL approach,
the main goal is to generate many potentially desirable Pareto optimal solutions, and then
to select the most preferable alternative. This is due to the impossibility to obtain a solution
that is good for all objectives, and therefore several solutions with different trade-off levels
may appear. The selection takes place in a Multi-Criteria Decision-Making (MCDM) step,
where the task of the DM is to analyse the trade-off among objectives, and select the best
solution according to his/her preferences.
One way to generate such sets of potential solutions in the GFCL approach is by means
of multi-objective optimisation. This optimisation approach seeks for a set of Pareto optimal
solutions to approximate what is known as the Pareto set [1, 3]. A Pareto set approximation
could provide a preliminary idea of the objective space, and according to [4] it could be
helpful when it is necessary to explain and justify the MCDM procedure. As drawbacks,
more time and embedment of the DM in the overall process are necessary.
In order to approximate this Pareto set, classic optimisation techniques [1] and Evolu-
tionary Multi-objective Optimisation (EMO) approaches have been used. In the latter case,
Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) have become a valuable tool to approx-
imate the Pareto front for non-convex, non-linear and constrained optimisation instances
[5, 6]. They have been used with success in several control systems [7] and engineering
design [8] areas.
Regarding the GFCL framework, when the multi-objective optimisation process is merged
with the MCDM step for a given MOP statement, it is possible to define a multi-objective
optimisation design (MOOD) procedure [9]. Despite this MOOD procedure could not be
suitable to substitute, in all instances, an AFO approach, it could be helpful in complex
design problems, where a closest embedment of the designer is necessary. For example
when an analysis on trade-off would be valuable for the DM, before implementing a desired
solution.
In this paper, an overview of different applications and examples of MOOD procedures
in control system engineering is provided. The paper is focused in this MOOD procedure
since from a practical point of view, it is necessary to perform not only the optimisation but
also the MCDM stage. Likewise only instances where the EMO is used in the optimisation
process are commented. Therefore this means that optimisation statements using AOF
approaches for MOPs are outside the scope of this paper. This work is not intended to
present an exhaustive review of the literature, but to identify promising and potential areas
of EMO in control systems. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 some
definitions regarding MOP are given as well as the MOOD procedure. In Section 3, several
applications of MOOD for PID, fuzzy, predictive and state space feedback controllers are
discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks and possible trends for research are commented.
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2. Multi-objective optimisation design procedure
A MOP, without loss of generality,1 can be stated as follows:
min
θ
J(θ) = [J1(θ), . . . , Jm(θ)] (1)
subject to:
g(θ) ≤ 0 (2)
h(θ) = 0 (3)
θi ≤ θi ≤ θi, i = [1, . . . , n] (4)
where θ ∈ ℜn is defined as the decision vector, J(θ) ∈ ℜm as the objective vector, g(θ),
h(θ) as the inequality and equality constraint vectors respectively; θi, θi are the lower and
upper bounds in the decision space for θi variable.
As remarked previously, there is no single solution because in general there is no solution
that is best for all objectives. Therefore, a set of solutions, the Pareto set, is defined. Each
solution in the Pareto set defines an objective vector in the Pareto front. All solutions in
the Pareto front are said to be a set of Pareto-optimal and non-dominated solutions:
Definition (Pareto optimality [1]): An objective vector J(θ1) is Pareto optimal if there
is no other objective vector J(θ2) such that Ji(θ
2) ≤ Ji(θ
1) for all i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m] and
Jj(θ
2) < Jj(θ
1) for at least one j, j ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m].
Definition (Dominance [1]): An objective vector J(θ1) is dominated by another objective
vector J(θ2) if Ji(θ
2) < Ji(θ
1) for all i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , m].
For example, in Figure 1, five different solutions (♦) are calculated to approximate a
Pareto front (bold line). Solutions A, B, and C are non-dominated solutions, since there
are no better solution vectors (in the calculated set) for all the objectives. Solutions B and
C are not Pareto optimal, since some solutions (not found in this case) dominate them.
Furthermore, solution A is also Pareto optimal, since it lies on the feasible Pareto front. The
set of non-dominated solutions (A, B, and C) build the Pareto front approximation. It is
important to notice that most of the times the Pareto front is unknown and we shall only
rely on approximations.
In [2], an addendum is incorporated into the Pareto front notion to differentiate design
concepts. A Pareto front is defined given a design concept (or simply, a concept) which is an
idea about how to solve a given MOP. This design concept is built with a family of design
alternatives (Pareto-optimal solutions) which are specific solutions in the design concept.
1A maximisation problem can be converted to a minimisation problem. For each of the objectives that
have to be maximised, the transformation: max Ji(θ) = −min(−Ji(θ)) could be applied.
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Figure 1: Pareto optimality and dominance concepts.
For example, in Figure 2, a Pareto front approximation (bold line) for a particular design
concept is calculated with a set of Pareto-optimal design alternatives (♦); we can state, for
example, a PID controller for a given MOP as a design concept, where a design alternative
is a specific set of values for its parameters.
As remarked in [2], a comparison between design concepts could be useful for the designer,
because he will be able to identify the concepts strengths, weaknesses, limitations and draw-
backs. It is also important to visualise such comparisons, and to have a quantitative measure
to evaluate strengths and weaknesses.
A general framework is required to successfully incorporate this approach into any engi-
neering design process. A multi-objective optimisation design (MOOD) procedure is shown
in Figure 3. It consists of (at least) three main steps [5, 10]: the MOP definition (measure-
ment); the multi-objective optimisation process (search); and the MCDM stage (decision
making).
2.1. Multi-objective problem definition
At this stage the design concept is defined (how to tackle the problem at hand); the engi-
neering requirements (what is important to optimise); and the constraints (which solutions
are not practical/allowed). In [2] it is noticed that the design concept implies the existence
of a parametric model that defines the parameter values (the decision space) that lead to a
particular design alternative and its performance (objective space).
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Figure 2: Design concept and design alternative.
Figure 3: A multi-objective optimisation design (MOOD) procedure for control systems engineering.
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It is worthwhile to notice how the selection of the optimisation objectives to measure the
desired performance could be done. A convenient feature of using MOEAs is the flexibility to
select interpretable objectives for the designer. That is, the objective selection could be closer
to the point of view of the designer. Sometimes, with classical optimisation approaches, a
cost function is built satisfying a set of requirements such as convexity and/or continuity;
that is, it is built from the point of view of the optimiser, in spite of a possible loss of
interpretability for the designer. Therefore, the multiobjective optimisation statement is not
a trivial task, since the problem formulation from the point of view of the designer is not
that of the optimiser [11].
Given the MOP definition some characteristics for the MOEA to be used could be re-
quired. That is, according to the expected design alternatives, the MOEA would need to
include certain mechanisms or techniques to deal with the optimisation statement. Some
examples are related with robust, multi-modal, dynamic and/or computationally expensive
optimisation. Therefore, such instances could lead to certain desirable characteristics for the
optimizer, which will be discussed below.
2.2. Evolutionary multi-objective optimisation
MOEA’s have been used to approximate the Pareto set [12] due to their flexibility when
evolving an entire population towards the Pareto front. A comprehensive review of the early
stages of MOEAs is contained in [13]. There are several evolutionary and nature-inspired
techniques used by MOEAs. The former are based mainly on the laws of natural selection,
where the fittest members (solutions) in a population (set of potential solutions) have the best
chance of survival as the population evolves. The latter is based on the natural behaviour of
organisms. In both cases, they are used to evolve their populations towards the (unknown)
Pareto front. We will refer to both simply as evolutionary techniques.
The most popular techniques seem to include Genetic Algorithms (GA) [14, 15], Particle
Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [16, 17], and Differential Evolution (DE) [18, 19, 20]. Neverthe-
less, evolutionary techniques as Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [21] or Ant Colony Optimiza-
tion (ACO) [22] algorithms are becoming popular. No evolutionary technique is better than
the others, since each have drawbacks and advantages. These evolutionary/nature-inspired
techniques require mechanisms to deal with EMO since they were originally used for single
objective optimisation. While the dominance criterion could be used to evolve the population
towards a Pareto front, it could be not enough to achieve a minimum degree of satisfaction
in other desirable characteristics for a MOEA (diversity for instance). In Algorithm I a
general structure for a MOEA is given. Its structure is very similar to that of almost any
evolutionary technique ([7]): it builds and evaluates an initial population P |0 (lines 1-2) and
begin with the optimization (evolutionary) process (lines 5 to 11). Inside this optimization
process, the evolutionary operators (depending on the evolutionary technique) will built and
evaluate a new population (line 7-8), and the solutions with better cost function will be
selected for the next generation (line 10). The main difference is regarding line 9, where
the Pareto set approximation is built; according to the requirements of the designer, such
process will incorporate (or not) some desirable features.
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Algorithm I: MOEA.Basic
1 : Built initial population P |0 with Np individuals.
2 : Evaluate P |0.
3 : Build initial Pareto set approximation X∗P |0
4 : Set generation counter G = 0.
5 : WHILE termination criteria not reached
6 : G = G+ 1.
7 : Built population P ∗|G using P |G with an evolutionary or bio-
inspired technique.
8 : Evaluate population P ∗|G.










12: RETURN Pareto set approximation X∗P |G
Desirable characteristics for a MOEA could be related to the set of (useful) solutions re-
quired by the DM or the MOP statement. Regarding the Pareto set sought, some desirable
characteristics include (in no particular order) convergence, diversity and pertinency. Re-
garding the optimisation statement, some features could be related to deal with constrained,
many-objectives, dynamic, multi-modal, robust, computationally expensive or large scale
optimisation instances. These desired characteristics are also a guide to appreciate current
trends and on going research on EMO and MOEA’s development [23], [12]. Some of them
are explained below.
2.2.1. Convergence
It refers to the algorithm’s capacity to reach the real (usually unknown) Pareto front
(Figure 4a). It is known that convergence properties depends on the own evolutionary
parameters of a MOEA, modifying its exploitation and exploration capabilities [24]. In this
sense, several adaptation mechanisms are provided as well as several ready-to-use MOEAs
with a default set of parameters, adjusted according several benchmarks.
2.2.2. Diversity mechanism
Diversity refers to the algorithm’s capacity to obtain a set of distributed solutions that
provide a useful description of objective trade-off and decision variables (Figure 4b). Pop-
ular ideas include pruning mechanisms [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30], spreading measures [31] or
performance indicators [32] of the approximated front.
2.2.3. Pertinency
Incorporating DM preferences into the MOEA has been suggested to improve the per-
tinency of solutions (see for example [33, 34]). That is, the capacity to obtain a set of
interesting solutions from the DM point of view (Figure 4c). The designer’s preferences
could be defined in the MOOD procedure in an a priori, progressive, or a posteriori fash-
ion [35]. A straightforward alternative to improve pertinency of solutions could be done by





Figure 4: Convergence, diversity and pertinency concepts.
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2.2.4. Constrained optimisation
Given that most of the design optimisation problems need to consider constraints, another
desirable characteristic could be a constraint handling mechanism. In this sense, various
techniques have been developed over the years [36, 37, 38] for evolutionary optimisation.
The latter classifies current approaches as: feasibility rules [39], ǫ-constrained method [40],
multiobjective concepts [41] and ensemble of constraint-handling techniques [42].
2.2.5. Many-Objectives optimisation
Algorithms with good diversity preservation mechanisms could face problems if solutions
are dominance resistant in an m-dimensional objective space. This situation could lead to
waste time and CPU resources searching solutions in non-optimal areas [43]. This is because
of the self diverse nature and the large number of objectives (usually, m ≥ 5). In [44], a
review of many-objectives optimisation techniques is given.
2.2.6. Dynamic optimisation
Sometimes the static approach is not enough to find a preferable solution and therefore,
a dynamic optimisation statement needs to be solved where the cost function is varying
with time. In the case of MOOD procedure, the required task besides tracking the optimal
solution, is to select the desired solution at each sampling time. In [45, 46] there are extensive
reviews on the topic.
2.2.7. Multi-modal optimisation
In multi-modal optimisation, different decision vectors could bring the same objective
vector. In some instances, it could be desirable to mind different solutions even if they have
the same objective vector in the MCDM step. This could be important in instances where,
for example, the decision variables have a physical meaning and it is convenient to analyse
the impact of implementing one over another. For more details on multi-modal optimisation,
the interested reader could refer to [47].
2.2.8. Robust optimisation
In a general frame and according to [48], robust optimisation could refer not only to
the models used to measure the performance, but also with the sensitivity analysis on the
calculated solutions. That is, how much could be degraded the objective vector under the
presence of uncertainties. This sensibility analysis could be done by means of deterministic
measures and/or with direct search (as Montecarlo methods). This kind of analysis could
bring a different level of interpretability of the performance due to uncertainties in the model
used in the optimisation. This problem statement is related with reliability optimisation,
where a given performance must be assured for a certain process along different scenarios.
2.2.9. Computationally expensive optimisation
Computationally expensive optimisation is related with line 8 in Algorithm I. Sometimes
the cost function to evaluate require a huge amount of computational resources. Therefore
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stochastic approaches could face a problem, given the complexity to evaluate the fitness (per-
formance) of an individual (design alternative); it could affect their exploration capabilities
and hence, slow down its convergence properties. A review on the topic can be consulted in
[49].
2.2.10. Large scale optimisation
It refers to the capabilities of a given MOEA to deal with MOP with any number of
decision variables, with reasonable computational resources. Sometimes a MOEA could
have remarkable convergence properties for a relatively small number of decision variables,
but it could be intractable (according to the computational resources available) to solve
a problem with a bigger number of decision variables. Whilst in expensive optimisation
instances (Section 2.2.9) the complexity is due to the performance measurement (line 8 in
Algorithm I), in large scale may be related to the algorithm’s mechanism used to approximate
a new set of design alternatives (lines 7 and 9 in Algorithm I). In the former the complexity
is added by the problem, in the latter by the algorithm. A review on this topic can be
consulted in [50].
2.3. Multi criteria decision making
Once the DM has been provided with a Pareto front J∗P , she/he will need to analyse the
trade-off between objectives and select the best solution according to her/his preferences.
A comprehensive compendium on MCDM techniques (and software) for multi-dimensional
data and decision analysis can be consulted in [51]. Assuming that all preferences has been
minded as much as possible in the optimisation stage, a final selection step could be done
with the approximated Pareto front J∗P .
It is widely accepted that visualisation tools are valuable and provide the DM with
a meaningful method to analyse the Pareto front and take decisions [52]. Tools and/or
methodologies are required for this final step to successfully embed the DM into the solution
refinement and selection process. It is useful for the DM to understand and appreciate the
impact that a given trade-off in one sub-space could have on others [4]. Even if an EMO
process has been applied to a reduced objective space, sometimes the DM needs to increase
the space with additional metrics or measurements to have confidence in her/his own decision
[4]. Usually, analysis on the Pareto front may be related with design alternatives comparison
and design concepts comparison.
For two-dimensional problems (and sometimes for three-dimensional problems) it is usu-
ally straightforward to make an accurate graphical analysis of the Pareto front, but the
difficulty increases with the dimension of the problem. In [52], a review on visualisation
techniques includes techniques such as decision maps, star diagrams, value paths, GAIA,
and heatmap graphs. Possibly the most common choices for Pareto front visualisation and
analysis in control systems applications are: scatter diagrams, parallel coordinates [53], and
level diagrams [54, 55].
In any case, the characteristics required for such a visualisation were described in [52]:
simplicity (must be understandable); persistence (information must be rememberable by the
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DM); and completeness (all relevant information must be depicted). Some degree of inter-
activity with the visualisation tool is also desirable (during and/or before the optimisation
process) to successfully embed the DM into the selection process.
2.4. Conclusions on this section
In this section, some topics on MOP definitions, EMO and MCDM have been covered.
The aforementioned steps are important to guarantee the overall performance of a MOOD
procedure. With a poor MOP definition, not matter how good the algorithms and MCDM
methodology/tools are, the solutions obtained will not fulfill the DM’s expectations. If the
algorithm is inadequate for the problem at hand (regarding the desirable characteristics from
section 2.2.1 to 2.2.10), the DM will not obtain a useful Pareto set to analyse and therefore
he/she will not be able to select a solution that meets his/her preferences. Finally, the
incorrect use of MCDM tools and methodologies could imply a lower degree of embedment
of the DM in the trade-off analysis and the solution selection. The last issue could easily
discourage the DM from using a MOOD procedure.
Regarding the MOP, some comments have been made regarding the capacity to reach a
different level of interpretability on objective functions. In the MOOD approach there is no
need to built a complicated aggregated function to merge the design objectives; therefore the
objectives may be minded separately and optimised simultaneously. That is, the objective
function statement could be done from the needs of the designer instead of the optimiser.
This could facilitate the embedment of the designer into the overall procedure. In the case
of EMO, it has been exposed how MOEAs could be useful to face different optimisation
instances as well as bring some desirable characteristics to the approximated Pareto front.
It is important to remember that the final purpose of any MOEA is to provide the DM with
a useful set of solutions (Pareto front approximation) to perform the MCDM procedure [4].
Finally, with regard to the MCDM step, it can be noticed that visualisation of the Pareto
front is a desirable tool for the DM to perform his/her selection at the MCDM stage. Below,
different design concepts and MOP statements used in control system engineering field will
be discussed.
3. Design applications in controller tuning
Since the MOOD procedure provides the opportunity to obtain a set of solutions to de-
scribe the objective trade-off for a given MOP, it is worthwhile to use it for controller tuning.
Due to the fact that several specifications such as time and frequency requirements need to
be fulfilled by the control engineer, a procedure to appreciate the trade-off exchange for com-
plex processes could be useful. Controller design concepts such as PID, fuzzy, state-space
feedback and predictive controllers are covered, where by means of the MOOD procedure,
the designer is seeking to improve their performance.
In [7], a review on the early stages of MOEAs in control systems is provided. Design
applications to be in the scope of this work may include parametric controller tuning on the
following 10 years since the aforementioned review (from 2002-2012). Works on parametric
model identification are not included since comprehensive reviews on modeling (in broad
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sense) using EMO are available for fuzzy systems [56], neural networks, [57, 58], machine
learning [59] and support vector machines [60].
We will include relevant applications, where desirable characteristics as convergence and
diversity are considered as expected. This means that works where a proof of concept
of an EMO for solving a given problem or where a simple comparison between MOEA’s
is provided are intentionally omitted. Work with depth analysis, bringing usage of new
desirable characteristics of MOEA’s for controller tuning will be included, commented and
discussed. This is because it is intended to offer to the interested reader a useful framework
on work to-be-done and already-done on MOOD procedures for controller tuning.
Figure 5: Basic control loop.
According to the basic control loop of Figure 5 and the review, some common choices for
objectives in frequency domain are:
• Maximum value of sensitivity function
JMs(θ) =
∥





• Disturbance attenuation performance
JWMs (θ) =
∥





• Maximum value of the complementary sensitivity function
JMp(θ) =
∥





• Robust stability performance.
JWMp (θ) =
∥





where W (s) are weighting transfer functions commonly used in mixed sensitivity tech-
niques. Meanwhile in time domain:





|r(t)− y(t)| dt (9)
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t |r(t)− y(t)| dt (10)





(r(t)− y(t))2 dt (11)





t (r(t)− y(t))2 dt (12)






















• Maximum value of control action
JmaxU(θ) = max(u(t)), t ∈ [t0, Tf ] (15)
where r(t), y(t), u(t) are the reference, measured variable and control action in time
t. Such objectives, for the sake of simplicity, have been stated in a general sense; details
regarding specific implementation issues could be consulted, by the interested reader, in each
case.
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3.1. PI-PID controller design concept
PID controllers are reliable digital control solutions due to their simplicity and efficacy [61,
62]. They represent a common solution for industrial applications and therefore, there is still
ongoing research on new techniques for robust PID controller tuning [63]. Any improvement
in PID tuning is worthwhile, owing to the minimum number of changes required for their
incorporation into already operational control loops [64, 65]. As expected, several works
have been focus on the PID’s performance improvement.

























where kp is the controller proportional gain, Ti the integral time, Td the derivative time,
N the derivative filter, a, b the setpoint weighting for proportional and derivative actions,
R(s) the reference and Y (s) the measured signal. Therefore, the following design concepts
(controllers) with their decision variables could be stated:
PI: θPI = [Kp, Ti]
PD: θPD = [Kp, Td]
PID: θPID = [Kp, Ti, Td]
PID/N: θPID/N = [Kp, Ti, Td, N ]
PI1: θPI1 = [Kp, Ti, a]
PID2: θPID2 = [Kp, Ti, Td, a, b]
PID2/N: θPID2/N = [Kp, Ti, Td, N, a, b]
3.1.1. Applications on PI-PID controller design concept
In [66], authors focus on defining a general MOP statement for a wide variety of appli-
cations and it is one of the few works using as decision variables all the flexibility degrees
of a PID controller (gains, weighting factors and filters). It proposes an MOP using four
objectives for a PID2/N controller. The aforementioned objectives are related with different
norms of JIAE(θPID2/N), JMs(θPID2/N ), JITAE(θPID2/N) (equations 9, 5 and 10 respectively)
and J(θPID2/N ) = ‖W (s) · (I + P (s)C(s))
−1‖
2
for noise reduction. Constraints to avoid
saturation effects are also included. The PI1 and PID2/N concepts are compared (using
SCp visualization) in order to appreciate the trade-off differences in the MOP given for
single input single output and multiple input multiple output processes (SISO and MIMO
respectively).
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[67] seems to be the first work that provides tuning rules for a MOP statement; that is,
defining tuning rules with a certain degree of flexibility for the designer to select a desirable
controller according to her/his preferences. It uses an integral MOOD tuning procedure for
PI1 controllers to build a multi-objective-based tuning rule procedure. The methodology
begins with an identified first order plus dead time model to perform the optimisation and
MCDM step procedure. In the first step, a 3D Pareto front is analysed to select a solution
with the desired trade-off among JIAE(θPI1) (for load disturbance), JMs(θPI1) and JTV (θPI1)
(equations 9, 5 and 14 respectively). A second analysis in a 2D Pareto front is then performed
to select the proper value of the setpoint weighting for setpoint response. The Pareto fronts
are built according a given value of the normalized time delay. The approach was validated
with several SISO processes with different characteristics.
In [68], a EMO constrained statement for a PID/N controller is proposed for SISO pro-
cesses. Three main objectives are defined: a low frequency performance objective based
on J(θPID/N) = P (s)(I + P (s)C(s))
−1, a pass-band robust objective using an aggregate
function of JMs(θPID/N) and JMp(θPID/N) (equations 5 and 7 respectively), and a control
activity objective based on J(θPID/N) = C(s)(I + P (s)C(s))
−1. Constraints are also incor-
porated to improve the pertinency of solutions. The MOEA proposed in the paper uses a
single-objective optimisation procedure in a subset of its population to improve convergence
and speed. A SISO example is provided and after several comparisons (using SCp visualiza-
tion), the authors noticed that using only frequency domain objectives does not give enough
information to the designer regarding pertinency in time domain specifications. Therefore
the authors suggest that mixing objectives from both domains would significantly improve
the interpretability and pertinency of the design alternative.
In [69], an MOEA using a simulated annealing (SA) based algorithm [70] is proposed
for PID2/N controller tuning for square MIMO processes. The algorithm uses a genera-
tion mechanism based on orthogonal experiment designs; this mechanism is used in order
to incorporate a type of systematic reasoning method to generate promising Pareto optimal
solutions. The design objectives used are the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity func-
tions JW1(θPID2/N ), JW2(θPID2/N ) and squared error JISE(θPID2/N ) (equations 6, 8 and 11
respectively). The algorithm is compared with a state-of-the-art algorithm and is evaluated
in an aircraft simulated model. In this proposal, the constraint-handling and pertinency
mechanisms are supported by the weighting function approach employed in the mixed sen-
sitivity technique. Comparison with other techniques is shown, where a mixed 2-norm and
1-norm criterion is used to select a preferable solution.
In [71], a PID2/N controller was tuned using a MOOD procedure. The controller em-
ployed a hybrid constraint approach using mixed sensitivity constraints as objectives. The
process under consideration was a black-box non-linear model with three different dynamics
(underdamped, damped, and unstable) according to the operational zone. A set of nominal
models was identified using a prior EMO statement and a total of 15 objectives (5 for each
operational zone) based on JIAE(θPID2/N ), JITAE(θPID2/N ), JTV (θPID2/N ), JW1(θPID2/N )
and JW2(θPID2/N) (equations 9, 10, 14, 6 and 8 respectively) were stated. A subset of design
alternatives was selected, according to the 2-norm from the normalised ideal solution in an
15
LD visualisation framework.
In [72] the optimisation statement developed by [73] for PI1 controllers is stated as a EMO
problem for (square) MIMO processes. The purpose was to analyse the trade-off between
integral gain Jki(θPI1) = −
kp
Ti
, maximum value of the sensitivity function JMs(θPI1) (equation
5) and maximum value of the complementary sensitivity function JMp(θPI1) (equation 7) for
setpoint changes (one triplet for each loop); additionally as overall robust performance the
largest log modulus defined in [74] is stated. The trade-off is discussed, and the design
alternatives in the Pareto front are compared with other AOF and EMO approaches using
a LD visualization.
In [75], a PID controller is tuned for a flexible alternating current transmission system.
The overall goal was to find a controller capable of improving the load disturbance rejection
performance with the minimum control effort. Two objectives were defined for this purpose:
error measurement JISE(θPID) and control effort JISU(θPID) (equations 11 and 13 respec-
tively). The NSGA-II algorithm was used, and the selection procedure was performed using
preference articulation by means of a fuzzy inference system. In this inference system, the
minimum and maximum values of each objective in the calculated Pareto front are used to
calculate the most preferable solution.
It has been noticed that the MOOD procedure could be more time consuming than
an AOF approach. Nevertheless, sometimes is posible to run the optimization for a given
nominal case, and use it as basis for a particular (different) statement. A good example is
provided in [76] where two design concepts, a PID and an I-PD controller (a PID2 controller
with a = 0, b = 0) are tuned using a MOEA for an optimal chemotherapy control model for
cancer treatment. Both controllers are used to supply drug doses for a given period of time.
Three objectives are defined: (maximise) tumour cell killing, (minimise) toxicity, and (min-
imise) tolerable drug concentration. The MOOD approach is used to observe and evaluate
the effects of treatment. The purpose is to develop a reference case on the performance of
the controllers to be used by the medical staff to determine the most convenient treatment
for a particular patient (since it is impractical to generate a Pareto front for each patient).
To improve the pertinency of solutions, a goal vector approach is used. The visualisation
and selection procedure were performed using SCp when comparing both design concepts.
The visualisation process was useful, since it was required to perform an in-depth analysis
on the characteristics and physical meaning of the solutions.
In [77] a set of four PI controllers is proposed for the ALSTOM gasifier problem [78].
This gasifier is a popular MIMO popular benchmark, 2 and a wide variety of control struc-
tures have been developed and evaluated on it. It is a non-linear model of a coal gasifier,
with several constraints. The defined MOP consisted of six objectives, each related with
the integral of the absolute error JIAE(θPI) (equation 9) for different load and disturbance
scenarios. An SCp visualisation in the decision space is used to analyse the performance of
the calculated PI controllers; the MCDM selection was performed by using a filtering process
on the Pareto front approximation and a coal quality indicator (i.e. a new measurement is
2Simulink models available at http://www-staff.lboro.ac.uk/~elrd2/
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included in the MCDM process). This shows the flexibility that can be incorporated in the
MCDM step, with new indicators included to evaluate the potential sets of solutions, before
taking a final selection.
In [79], a double-acting hybrid magnetic thrust bearings and its controller were designed
and optimised using a unified MOOD framework. A GA-based MOEA was used to optimise
an MOP statement with 5 objectives, 14 constraints and 16 decision variables. Regarding the
decision space, two decision variables correspond to a PD controller design concept; regarding
objective space, 3 objectives are related to mechanical properties (exerted force, powerloss
and weight) and two with control performance: JISE(θPD) and JISU(θPD) (equations 11 and
13 respectively). Scatter diagram visualisation is used in the MCDM stage and as selection
criteria, the closest solutions to the utopia point were selected and compared. In this case,
this application could be an example of holistic mechanical-and-control design. That is,
a multi-disciplinary design approach, where control and geometric decision variables are
optimized on the same level.
In [80] a multivariable PI controller structure is tuned for two MIMO processes: a dis-
tillation column and an aircraft model. A bi-objective optimisation statement is defined,
using an AOF for robust stability and disturbance attenuation by means of JW1(θPI) and
JW2(θPI) (equations 6 and 8 respectively). As a second objective, the integral of the squared
error JISE(θPI) (equation 11) is stated; a PSO-based MOEA (lb-MOPSO) is proposed and
compared with NSGA-II. Norm 1 criteria are used to compare controllers from the Pareto
front with other design concepts.
In [81, 82] a controllability analysis of electronic valves using MOEAs is performed. A
given valve is evaluated with respect to seven different performance objectives, based on
measure of transition time from release to landing, applied forces, landing speed and arma-
ture velocity. The main goal is to determine the Pareto-optimal set of candidate actuators
fulfilling a set of control requirements. Further analysis on the Pareto front is performed
using PAc visualisation. In the light of this visualisation, several remarks are made about
the trade-off between objectives. This is a good example of how MOOD methodology can
be used to design components with a guaranteed degree of controllability, i.e., a design for
controllability.
3.1.2. Conclusions on PI-PID controller design concept
In table 1 a summary on these applications is provided. Brief remarks on MOP, EMO
and MCDM for each work were given. From the above the following can be noticed:
Regarding the MOP statement, although works as [73], [83] and [84] noticed the impor-
tance of considering decision variables as N , a, b as an integral part of PID tuning procedure,
few works focus on using those decision variables within an integral PID tuning methodology.
Also, several works focus mainly in SISO plants and sought for tuning a single PID
controller. In this sense, due to the fact that several and well established tuning procedures
exists, there is a missing justification on when a MOOD approach could bring better solutions
to the designer. Such justification is not related with the optimization problem per se; that
is, is not about the difficulty to find a solution, but the difficulty to find a solution with a
reasonable trade-off on conflicting objectives. In this framework, the MOOD approach for
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SISO loops could be justifiable.
With regard to MIMO processes, it seem to be a promising area where the capabilities
of MOOD procedure could be evaluated. This due to the fact that MIMO processes could
be more complex and a reasonable trade-off on conflicting objectives could be hard to find.
In this case, dealing with MIMO processes, mechanisms for many-objectives and expensive
optimization could be valuable.
It is also interesting to notice those works were multidisciplinary optimisation is per-
formed, merging for example control and mechanical decision variables. It could lead to
interesting optimisation instances, since the shape of the decision space will be different that
the one of control parameters. Multimodal optimisation instances could be interesting to
apply in such problems, since physical variables need to be minded.
Regarding the optimizer, MOEAs based on GA seem to be more popular for PID con-
troller tuning than their counterparts. This leads to the following question: are the operators
used in GA best suitable for PID controller tuning? is the stochastic search employed by
MOEA’s based on GA capable of finding better Pareto front approximations, in the case of
PID tuning? There is no work addressing this question, which could be useful for practi-
tioners and designers when selecting an algorithm.
A less considered topic about the stochastic search used in MOEAs for PID controller
tuning, is about the proper selection of decision variable bounds. That is, how to select the
[θi, θi] for each θi ∈ θ minding internal closed-loop stability? While commonly uncommented,
this is a primary constraint in controller tuning. In this sense, given the stochastic nature
of MOEA’s, it could be important to fulfill the following two requirements for the stochastic
sampling:
1. Any sampled controller must stabilize the closed loop.
2. Any stabilizing controller C(s) of the process P (s) must be contained in [θi, θi] , θi ∈ θ.
A common approach for feature 1 is to define bounds on the parameter which avoid
all non-stable, but also some stable PID parameters; therefore, feature 2 is not fulfilled. A
second alternative, is to bound the search space with all stable PID parameters, but including
non-stable parameters which are verified whilst the algorithm is running; this obviously
doesn’t fulfill feature 1, and could misspent computational (CPU time) resources. Therefore,
techniques for stochastic sampling addressing the two requirements could be interesting.
It seems that the MOOD procedure brings a most suitable framework to include con-
straints in the optimisation problem, in comparison with evolutionary approaches for AOF
statements for PID controllers [85]. It seems that the simplicity of the PID and algorithms
available have allowed to state many-objectives optimisation problems. Whilst it seems that
the optimisers incorporate quite well some constraint handling mechanism, is not usual to
find applications with preferences handling incorporated in the algorithm to improve perti-
nency (in an a-priori or interactive sense).
Finally, in the MCDM, classical approaches for visualization based on SCp and 3D repre-
sentation are the most used, despite the number of objectives defined for the MOP. However,
guidelines on this procedure, although valuable, are not well covered.
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Table 1: Summary of MOOD procedure for PID design concept. J(θ) refers to the number of objectives;
θ to the number of decision variables and g(θ), h(θ) to the number of inequality and equality constraints,
respectively (according with examples provided in each paper). In some instances, constraints are also stated
as objectives.
MOP EMO MCDM




























analysis for a given design.
PID/N SISO [68] 3 4 (4,0) Ad hoc 2.2.4; 2.2.3 SCp
Incorporate analysis of
time domain objectives.






[79] 5 14 (14,0) GA 2.2.4; 2.2.5 SCp
Design alternatives
comparison.
PID2/N SISO [71] 15 7 (6,0) GA 2.2.4; 2.2.5 LD
Selection according to
preferences.
P + PI (3) Chemical [77] 6 8 (1,0) NSGA-II 2.2.4; 2.2.5 SCp
New indicator included for
selection.
PID Electrical [75] 2 3 (0,0) NSGA-II None Fuzzy based selection.








[80] 2 27 (1,0) PSO 2.2.4 SCp Norm 1 selection.
PI Chemical [72] 7 4 (3,0) DE 2.2.4; 2.2.5 LD Trade-off analysis.
3.2. Fuzzy controller design concept
Fuzzy systems have been widely and successfully used in control systems applications
as referred in [86]. As in the PID design concept, the MOOD is useful for analysing the
trade-off between conflicting objectives. In this case, the fuzzy controller is more complex to
tune, given its non-linearity. A comprehensive compendium on the synergy between fuzzy
tools and MOEAs is given in [56]. Here, we focus on controller implementations. In general,
decision variables regard to θ = [Λ,Υ,Λ,Υ, µ] where:
Λ: is the membership function shape.
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Λ: is the number of membership functions.
Υ: is the fuzzy rule structure.
Υ: is the number of fuzzy rules.
µ: are the weights of the fuzzy inference system.
3.2.1. Applications on fuzzy controller design concept
In [87] a fuzzy logic controller was adjusted using NSGA-II for a base-isolation system
using a magnetorheological damper. A total of four objectives were stated, based on the
maximum displacement, maximum acceleration and their root mean squared values for dif-
ferent earthquakes profiles using as decision variables θ = (Λ,Υ, µ) . Afterwards, a design
concept comparison with a skyhook controller was performed using an SCp visualisation. It
was remarked that with regard to a pair of objectives, there was practically no difference
among concepts (using as a basis the number of dominated solutions). Nevertheless when
four objectives were considered, the MOOD tuning procedure using NSGA-II outperformed
the other design concept. This is a good example of how we can ask more from an existing
tuning rule by adding new objectives and indexes to discriminate solutions; nevertheless, in
this work it was remarked that the more objectives, the greater the ratio of non-dominated
solutions. This issue is typical in many-objectives optimisation problems, as it was discussed
above.
In [88], a fuzzy scheduling controller is adjusted using an MOEA for a gas turbine engine
model. This is a complex aerospace system where several considerations (such as safety,
reliability, and maintainability) need to be minded as control requirements. A MOGA algo-
rithm is used to tune the membership functions Λ , and the scaling factors µ of the fuzzy
controller. A total of nine different objectives were stated: rise time and settling time of
the compressor, engine thrust and its rise time, maximum nozzle and turbine temperatures,
the fan pressure ratio, the low pressure surge margin and thermodynamic stress. A PAc
visualisation is used to analyse the trade-off among design alternatives. In this case, no
controller was capable of fulfilling all the requirements, and an extensive analysis of the
conflicting objectives was made using a trade-off matrix to find suitable controllers. This is
a good example of the designer interacting with the optimiser to improve the pertinency of
the solutions (progressive preferences articulation).
In [89], a MOOD is used for parameter tuning of a fuzzy controller for vibration sup-
pression on smart structures. Objectives based on JISE(Λ, µ,Υ) (equation 11) for nodal
displacements, velocities and accelerations are stated. Several tests on the behaviour of the
design alternatives were made to guide the final controller selection by means of a multi-
objective PSO algorithm. The main objective of this work is to focus on the EMO stage
by evaluating the best PSO strategy based on a number of non-dominated solutions cri-
teria. Several design alternatives are evaluated to analyse the trade-off achieved by each
MOEA alternative. A work like this could be used as reference to select the most adequate
evolutionary strategy (regarding its exploitation and exploration capabilities) for a given
MOP.
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In [90] a fuzzy controller is tuned by optimising a quality function and the number of
rules in the fuzzy logic controller. The example provided is a heat, ventilation, and air
conditioning (HVAC) system with a fuzzy controller with nine inputs and three outputs. It
is a very complex process given the considerable time requirements and computation time
needed to run a simulation to measure the performance. The quality function used comprises
an aggregate objective function JAFO(Λ,Υ) of thermal comfort, air quality requirements,
energy consumption, and system stability. The aim of this work was to obtain a controller to
accomplish the quality function cost with a reduced (tractable) number of rules and therefore
J(Λ,Υ) = Υ is considered as second objective. A design concept analysis (2D visualisation)
is presented at two different levels: among different MOEAs and among controllers. The
advantages of considering the number of rules was demonstrated since it was possible to
reduce them, and still fulfilling the requirements with better results in the cost function.
In [91], a fuzzy logic controller for drug infusion for anesthesia was proposed. Tradition-
ally, this administration is performed by an expert; therefore, a fuzzy controller is a good
candidate to incorporate such expertise into an automatic control scheme. Nevertheless,
when trying to optimise the performance using membership functions and rule structure
as decision variables, the controller’s interpretability could be lost. This is a non-desirable
situation, given that for the medical staff it is fundamental to understand the logic behind
the controller for the right anesthesia infusion. Due to this, two objectives were stated:
control action quality by means of and aggregate objective function JAFO(Λ,Υ) based on
JISE(Λ,Υ), JISU(Λ,Υ) and an interpretability index JII(Λ,Υ). In the MCDM step, several
design concepts are compared with an alternative solution that is closer to the ideal solution
in the calculated Pareto front.
Finally, in [92], fuzzy logic controllers are adjusted on-line using MOEAs. The main
purpose of this work was to investigate the applicability of MOEA for control design under a
hardware-in-the-loop context. The selected process was a sealed pump running on magnetic
bearings. Four objectives were minimized: rise-time, steady-state error, power utilisation,
and control complexity, using as decision variables θ = (Υ,Λ,Υ). Whereas several controllers
fulfill the required specifications, those with the least complexity were selected. As noticed
by the authors, lower controller complexity offers several computational advantages when
working on-line.
3.2.2. Conclusions on fuzzy controller design concept
In table 2 a summary on these applications is provided. It is possible to notice the
difference on the quantity of works dedicated to fuzzy controllers with the ones dedicated to
PID controllers.
In regard to MOP definition, it seems that EMO has been popular to optimise simultane-
ously objectives related with performance and interpretability of the fuzzy inference system.
Also, it can be noticed that few works incorporate constraints into the MOP statement; in
the same way, is not usual to find many-objectives optimisations instances. This could be
due to the fact that such kind of design concepts needs to handle with large scale optimisa-
tion instances (several decision variables). This is justifiable if we considerer that the first
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Table 2: Summary of MOOD methodology for Fuzzy Controller design concept. J(θ) refers to the number
of objectives; θ to the number of decision variables and g(θ), h(θ) to the number of inequality and equality
constraints, respectively (according with examples provided in each paper). In some instances, constraints
are also stated as objectives.
MOP EMO MCDM

















[92] 4 34 (0,0) GA 2.2.6 None According performance.
Fuzzy
controller




























comparison at two levels:
different controllers and
different MOEAs.
issue to handle are the parameters of the controller before dealing with additional objectives
and/or constraints. The reason because constraints are not fully incorporated, could be for
incompatibilities with the large-scale optimisation and the constraints handling; therefore
the question here is: is there a gap on MOEAs to satisfy such need? This scalability is-
sue is an open problem also noticed in [56]. Finally, in the MCDM step SCp tools have
been enough for Pareto front visualization and analysis, due to the few objectives stated in
the MOP; nevertheless, as more objectives are included in the MOP, some mechanism to
deal with scalability and many-objectives optimisation will be required, with integration of
decision maker preferences, as stated in the same review.
3.3. State space feedback controller design concept
State space representation has shown to be a remarkable tool for controller design. Several
advanced control techniques use this representation to calculate a controller (in the same
representation) with a desired performance. The decision variables stated are the gains of
the matrix G. Classical optimisation approaches in a MOOD framework has been used [93]
with good results. In several instances, it seems that the MOOD procedure has been used
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to compare classical approaches with the one provided by the EMO approach, as presented
below.
3.3.1. Applications on state space feedback controller design concept
In [94], a new algorithm is developed for state space feedback controller tuning. The
algorithm is based on an ǫ-elimination procedure, which eliminates similar individuals in the
objective space sense, and in the decision variable space. This could be helpful to improve
the diversity of solutions when the decision vector could be crucial in discriminating or
accepting solutions. The algorithm is evaluated in a single inverted pendulum model using
two objectives in two different instances; in the first one, an aggregate function objective of
the settling time and overshoot of the cart JAFO1(G) and pendulum JAFO2(G) were stated.
In the second the probabilities of failure JPr1(G), JPr2(G) measured in a probabilistic set of
models were used as objectives. As two objectives were stated for each instance, a classical
SCp visualisation and decision analysis were performed.
In [95], the algorithm developed in [66] (covered in the PID design concept) is used for n-
order controller tuning for the SISO and MIMO processes. Initially, the algorithm’s capacity
to calculate controllers under anH2/H∞ framework was compared with LMI techniques using
a 2D representation. One of the advantages of the MOOD approach is flexibility in fixing
the controller order size. Several controllers with different order sizes (to define different
design concepts) were proposed for MIMO controller tuning. This last statement enabled
the performance improvement of the controller to be analysed as the controller order size
variate. Similarly, in [96], the MOOD approach is compared with the LMI concept for an
LQR and H2/H∞ controllers using as objectives noise sensitivities for output and actuator.
3.3.2. Conclusions on state space feedback controller design concept
In table 3 a summary on these applications is provided. There are still few works focusing
in this design concept and therefore, it is difficult to extrapolate conclusions as in the PID
and fuzzy cases. It can be noticed that the MOOD procedure has been compared with
modern tuning techniques as H2/H∞ and LQC techniques. The stochastic sampling used
by evolutionary techniques to search the gains G on the control matrix could lead to the
same issues noticed in PID control (section 3.1.2). Given that H2/H∞ and LQC techniques
are also based on optimization, it could be interesting to hybridize both approaches for this
design concept.
3.4. Predictive control design concept
Online applications for MOOD are not straightforward, since the MCDM stage must be
carried out, in some instances, automatically. As a result, analysis that relies on the DM
must be codified to become an automatic process. Predictive control techniques have been
incorporating the MOOD framework and the MCDM procedure in their optimisation stages.
Good examples using deterministic approaches are presented in [97, 98, 99]. Approaches
using EMO in the MOOD procedure are presented below; decision variables regard to θ = U
(control action through the control horizon) or θ = R (references given to the controllers
through the control horizon).
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Table 3: Summary of MOOD methodology for state space feedback controller design concept. J(θ) refers
to the number of objectives; θ to the number of decision variables and g(θ), h(θ) to the number of inequal-
ity and equality constraints, respectively (according with the examples provided in the papers). In some
instances, constraints are also counted as objectives.
MOP EMO MCDM





















Mechanical [94] 4 4 (0,0) GA 2.2.7, 2.2.8 SCp
Design alternatives
comparison
3.4.1. Applications on predictive control design concept
Recently, [100] proposed a MOOD procedure, where an evolutionary approach and an
inference system are used for non-linear systems. Firstly, a NARX dynamic neural network
is used to built a model of the plant. Then a multi-objective genetic algorithm is used to
approximate a Pareto front on the selected prediction horizon JISE(U); afterwards a fuzzy
inference system is used to select the control action to be applied. This is an interesting
example where several computational intelligence tools are used for modeling, optimizing
and selecting the most suitable control action.
In [101] NSGA-II is used to generate the Pareto set of optimal trajectories θ = R for set-
point changes for supervisory control of flotation columns. The MOOD is used to meet the
engineering requirements, as well as the market requirements that are specifically stated for
the control problem. Stated objectives include reducing the change of the references upon the
control horizon, economic profit and hydraulic stability, subject to constraints related with
froth overloading, quality of the concentrate and cleaning efficiency. After the optimisation,
an automatic decision making procedure, based on normalised distances to the ideal solution
and constraint fulfillment, is defined to select the best trajectory.
3.4.2. Conclusions on predictive control design concept
In table 4 a summary on these applications is provided. As it can be noticed, in Predictive
control seem to be an opportunity to apply the MOOD approach, due to the few works
dedicated to this control design alternative. Nevertheless, as it can be noticed also, the
problem relies in, besides tracking the Pareto front each sampling time, to perform the
selection procedure on the fly (interactive approach). An alternative, not exploited here,
is to use the MOOD approach in an upper layer where the DM may analyse the Pareto
set approximation and change the control objectives accordingly (as employed in [99] with
multiobjective deterministic algorithms).
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Table 4: Summary of MOOD methodology for predictive control concept. J(θ) refers to the number of
objectives; θ to the number of decision variables and g(θ), h(θ) to the number of inequality and equality
constraints, respectively (according with the examples provided in the papers). In some instances, constraints
are also counted as objectives.
MOP EMO MCDM










Mechanical [100] 2 8 (0,0) GA 2.2.6 None




Chemical [101] 8 - (4,0) NSGA-II 2.2.6; 2.2.4 None
Successive ordering
according to feasibility.
3.5. Other design concepts approaches
The MOOD methodology has also been used with ad-hoc controller structures to address
the performance of particular and complex processes. That is, specific controllers structures
for specific processes. They are commented below.
3.5.1. Applications
In [102] a disk drive servo controller was tuned using an MOEA. An ad-hoc algorithm was
proposed that assigns greater priority to constraint objectives than optimisation objectives.
These constraints are bounds on certain design objectives that avoid non-pertinent solutions.
A goal objective vector is defined with a prioritised ranking approach, for two different tracks
that seek values where constraints (3) are included as objectives (for a total of 10 objectives).
Objectives are based on JISU(θ) and JIADU(θ) constrained to desired values of steady state
error, standard deviation of following error and seek time. To deal with the many objective
optimization instance, a preference articulation is included in the algorithm to focus the
search towards a pertinent Pareto front. In this work, the designer identifies the importance
of having a solution reference (goal vector) and uses it in the evolution process to improve
the pertinency of solutions. Pareto front visualisation and analysis were performed using a
PAc visualisation. After a validation in a simulated model, the design alternatives selected
are evaluated in the physical process.
In [103] a pole placement controller for an electronically operated throttle system is
adjusted using a MOOD methodology. The process is a highly non-linear system, with
several time domain specifications and requirements to fulfil. Firstly, a low-order model
is used to identify the tractable number of poles in the controller (nine in this case). A
high-order non-linear model (experimentally verified) is then employed to select the pole
location using a MOEA. A total of five objectives are defined: rise time, overshoot, settling
time, steady-state error, and system delay. The final selection was used by the designer in
accordance with his expertise. It was remarked that the extra design work was worthwhile
since a controller with a better response lag was calculated.
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In [104] a MOGA algorithm is used to generate command shapers for the control of a
flexible manipulator; this kind of manipulator is light and fast but vibration control is difficult
to achieve. A command shaper control is a good alternative for control, but several design
objectives could be in conflict. For this reason, the MOOD approach is used to generate a set
of potentially preferable controllers. Six objectives are defined and a PAc visualisation is used
to compare design alternatives. Objectives are based on settling time (for hub and end-point),
rise time, peak to peak oscillation, infinity norm and RMS value of end-point acceleration.
The main advantage identified by the authors is that the MOEA does not require a priori
knowledge of the natural frequency to calculate the command shaper parameters, as required
by the original design methodology. The methodology process includes a preliminary analysis
of three different command shapers (design concepts) in 2D; the most promising concept is
then used to deal with a six objective space.
In [105], a design concept comparison for different controllers was performed using the
MOOD approach. A MOEA was used to calculate the best control action that cancels vi-
brations in a magneto-rheological damper (MRD). Since this is not possible (in the practical
sense) because it requires a perfect knowledge of the current state of the damper, such con-
trol action and its performance were used to bound the performance for a set of controllers.
A Skyhook control, feedback linearisation, and a sliding mode control were compared using
this framework and two objectives were used: mean dissipated power and absorbed power.
A design concept comparison was commented on that led to the selection of the best control
solution according to the current state of the MRD. This is a good example of how a de-
sign concept comparison can assist the DM select a desired controller according to his/her
preferences.
Finally, in [106], a MOEA is used to tune the parameters of a fractional PID controller
(PIλDν) [107] using a reliability based optimization approach with stochastic sampling. This
type of controller has some advantages over the classical PID controllers, but tuning tech-
niques are more difficult. The authors chose a MOOD approach to select the parameters of
this type of controller in order to fully appreciate its performance. A design concept com-
parison with a classical PID controller was made using an LD visualisation framework with
five design objectives. Objectives stated include the probabilities of failure of JS(θPIλDν ),
JT (θPIλDν ), JITSE(θPIλDν ) and JUmax(θPIλDν ) (equations 5, 7, 12 and 15) mixing time do-
main and frequency domain objectives. Using such an approach, it was possible to appreciate
the drawbacks and advantages of using a complex PID controller. As mentioned previously,
this could be useful for the designer in justifying his/her selection.
3.5.2. Conclusions
In table 5 a summary on these applications is provided. An interesting fact is that GA
seems to be the first option as a evolutionary technique for ad-hoc controllers. Also it seems
that the option with specific controllers is to evaluate their performance in many-objectives
optimisation instances.
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Table 5: Summary of MOOD methodology for control systems engineering. J(θ) refers to the number of
objectives; θ to the number of decision variables and g(θ), h(θ) to the number of inequality and equality
constraints, respectively (according with the examples provided in the papers). In some instances, constraints
are also counted as objectives.
MOP EMO MCDM























Robotics [104] 2,6 8 (0,0) GA 2.2.5 PAc
Concepts comparison in
2D. Selection of a flexible
controller for 6D
objectives.
Several Mechanical [105] 2 – (0,0) GA 2D Concepts comparison.




A review of MOODmethodologies in control systems engineering field was presented. The
MOOD procedure is a GFCL approach that includes a MOP statement, a multi-objective
optimisation process, and an MCDM step. All of them are important for a successful imple-
mentation of the MOOD approach and embedment of the DM into the design process. This
review has focused on EMO techniques for the optimisation stages for MOPs dealing with
controller tuning.
The MOOD procedure has been shown to be a useful tool for parametric controller
tuning. Such approach allows the designer to have a different insight on design alternatives
and their trade-off, in order to select the most convenient or preferable solution for the DM.
The MOOD procedure requires a closest embedment of the designer and it is more time
consuming than an AOF approach, due to the multi-objective optimisation stage and the
MCDM step. For this reason, this approach could be reserved for complex MOP instances,
where it is worthwhile to expend more time in the design phase to analyze the objective
exchange among design alternatives.
Several applications on controller tuning for different design concepts have been presented
and discussed. The MOOD procedure has been used for different kind on controllers, from
simple to complex architectures in a wide variety of applications. Next, some possible trends
will be commented, attending to each one of the steps of the MOOD procedure.
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Table 6: Summary of EMO features on works presented
Concept(s) Ref Pertinency Constrained Many Objectives Dynamic Multi-modal Robust Expensive Large Scale
[66] X
[67]
[82] X X X
[68] X X
PID [69] X














Space [96] X X
[94] X X
Predictive [100] X
Control [101] X X





4.1. The multi-objective problem statement
Perhaps the first question to answer regarding the MOP is: What kind of problems are
worthwhile to address with MOOD? As noticed in [108], more activity should be focused on
identifying which problems are really real world problems affordable by MOEAs. There is no
doubt that controller tuning is a real problem with practical applications. Nevertheless, for
the same reason there are several techniques for controller tuning. Therefore, some research
should be focus on identifying what kind of MOP are best suitable to be solved by the
MOOD procedure in controller tuning. The following two questions could be helpful:
• Is it difficult to find a controller with a reasonable balance among design objectives?
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• Is it worthwhile to analyse the trade-off among controllers (design alternatives)?
If the answer is yes to both of them, then the MOOD procedure could be an appropriate
tool for the problem at hand. Otherwise, tuning techniques or AFO approaches could be
enough.
For complex controllers (Fuzzy for instance), the MOOD could be a valuable alternative.
But in the specific case of PID controller, we have noticed that several works have focused
on tuning a single loop. In such case, the MOOD has to compete with several and well
established tuning procedures and techniques. Perhaps efforts should be focused in MIMO
processes, that could be more complex to tune and therefore, to find a solution with a
reasonable trade-off.
An alternative to the MOOD procedure is to be used at the beginning of the design phase.
The multi-disciplinary optimization approach, where mechanical and control design could
be merged, is recognized as a mathematical challenge in optimization [109] and a promising
optimization approach for design [110]. This integration is exploited by commercial products
as modeFRONTIER3 which could bring an interesting possibility for holistic analyses in
multi-disciplinary design.
According with table 6, some gaps among controller design concepts and MOEA’s are
detected. Such gaps could be due to:
• it has not been proposed a MOP where such desirable characteristics could be required;
• the available algorithms don’t reach the specifications required by the designer to
provide useful Pareto front approximations.
Regarding the former possibility, if no MOP are defining requiring such features, this is
because such MOPs: are not interesting from the point of view of the designer? or because is
the designer unaware of the possibility to deal with them using a EMO approach? In regard to
the latter possibility, if MOEAs are not good enough, is it due to a lack of understanding of
the MOP related with controller tuning? In any case, this questions could provide a starting
point for new MOP statements.
Regarding the objectives definition, frequency and time domain performance measures
have been used to identify preferable solutions. Nevertheless, few works use both kind of
objectives in the same MOP statement. Therefore, it could be a possible direction to merge
both, improving pertinency of solutions.
4.2. The evolutionary multi-objective process
With regard to the optimiser, its selection should be made according to the MOP state-
ment in order to guarantee the designer’s desired performance. Such selection should be
made according to the different features that could be desired for the algorithm. Those
characteristics could be related to the quality of the Pareto front (convergence, diversity,
3http://www.esteco.com/modefrontier
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pertinency) or to the MOP stated (constrained, multi-modal, many-objectives, computa-
tionally expensive, dynamic or robust optimisation for example).
As noticed in [111], there are several works focusing on new evolutionary or bio-inspired
techniques instead of focusing in other more practical aspects of the optimization problem.
The question is do we need so many MOEA’s to address the controller tuning problem?
Several MOEA’s are available for the designer offering such capabilities, and research on
new algorithms for controller tuning should be oriented to amend any existing gap (according
Table 6) identified by the designer’s requirements. Research should be focus on mechanisms
to support (if required) the different optimization instances from section 2.2.1 to 2.2.10,
instead of defining new evolutionary techniques. Given that convergence and diversity are
expected properties, and almost every MOEAs include mechanisms for those purposes, the
efforts could be oriented to preferences inclusion. As commented before, we could use the
MOOD in the controller tuning framework for those problems where it is difficult to find
a reasonable trade-off. That means that the designer has some idea concerning what does
he/she needs, and this information could be merged into the evolutionary process. This
could be a valuable mechanism to lead the evolutionary search efficiently towards a pertinent
Pareto front approximation. This could facilitate the optimisation in many-objectives and
large-scale optimization instances.
Also, the following questions should be answered: which evolutionary techniques fits better
for a given design concept? That is, which kind of exploitation and exploration capabilities
are better for approximating a Pareto front? What operators fits better on the objective space,
to approximate a Pareto font given a controller? Which problems are most suitable to be
addressed by a particular evolutionary technique? Is there any difference? how to address
problem which are separable, non separable or a mixture of both? One possibility to answer
those questions is to define a proper control benchmark, suitable to be solved by using the
MOOD procedure. Although there are several works using this procedure for controller
tuning, a common benchmark problem has not been stated to compare performance on
MOEA’s and decision making procedures. The Alstom gasifier could represent an excellent
benchmark platform for this purpose.
Finally, more basic research would be helpful, as the one required to guarantee the two
characteristics for stochastic sampling referred in section 3.1.2 as well as work focusing on
optimization hybrid techniques.
4.3. The multi-criteria decision making step
Concerning the MCDM step several methodologies and visualizations have been presented
that could help the DM take his/her final resolution. Nevertheless, more insights on the
MCDM procedure needs to be documented, since it is not always an easy task to perform.
This gap could be amended by bringing more tools from the multi-dimensional data and
decision analysis field.
In the visualization case, could it be possible to define different visualization approaches
for analysing multidimensional data and multi-dimensional Pareto front which fits better for
controller tuning? There are several GUI developed for algorithms tuning, but merging such
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capabilities with an analysis of Pareto front (minding simplicity, persistence and complete-
ness) could be useful for the designer. Also and interesting feature to develop would be
design concepts comparison of different controller in multi-dimensional Pareto fronts. Such
analysis could bring conclusions about when it is worthwhile to use a complicated control
technique over a simpler one.
Finally, there is an uncommented issue regarding the quantity of Pareto optimal solutions
that a MOEA needs to approximate for the MCDM stage. Several algorithms evaluate
their performance by approximating a very dense Pareto front approximation with several
solutions. Nevertheless, it is needed to mind that the designer will analyse the trade-off
of those solutions, and a big quantity of solutions could be more confusing than helpful.
Therefore, MOEA’s should focus on bringing the quantity of solutions required with the
highest pertinency possible.
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